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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we look into the problem of loop closure detection in topological mapping. The bag of words
(BoW) is a popular approach which is fast and easy to implement, but suffers from perceptual aliasing,
primarily due to vector quantization. We propose to overcome this limitation by incorporating the
spatial co-occurrence information directly into the dictionary itself. This is done by creating an additional
dictionary comprising of word pairs, which are formed by using a spatial neighborhood defined based on
the scale size of each point feature. Since the word pairs are defined relative to the spatial location of each
point feature, they exhibit a directional attribute which is a new findingmade in this paper. The proposed
approach, called bag of word pairs (BoWP), uses relative spatial co-occurrence of words to overcome the
limitations of the conventional BoWmethods. Unlike previousmethods that use spatial arrangement only
as a verification step, the proposed method incorporates spatial information directly into the detection
level and thus, influences all stages of decisionmaking. The proposed BoWPmethod is implemented in an
on-line fashion by incorporating some of the popular concepts such as, K-D tree for storing and searching
features, Bayesian probabilistic framework for making decisions on loop closures, incremental creation of
dictionary and using RANSAC for confirming loop closure for the top candidate. Unlike previous methods,
an incremental version of K-D tree implementation is used which prevents rebuilding of tree for every
incoming image, thereby reducing the per image computation time considerably. Through experiments
on standard datasets it is shown that the proposed methods provide better recall performance than most
of the existing methods. This improvement is achieved without making use any geometric information
obtained from range sensors or robot odometry. The computational requirements for the algorithm is
comparable to that of BoW methods and is shown to be less than the latest state-of-the-art method in
this category.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is an impor-
tant problem in mobile robotics which needs to be solved in
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of approaches to solve this problem—metric and topological. Met-
ric SLAM aims to build a geometric map of the environment and
hence requires accurate robot pose estimation. On the other hand,
topological SLAM aims at building a graphical model of the envi-
ronment comprising of key locations and their connectivitywithout
explicitly making use of geometric or odometric information. Most
of the topological SLAM researchmakes use of visual sensorswhich
have become a common and inexpensive accessory in robotic
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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methods [1–3] that combine metric and topological informations
to obtain better performance.
One of the key aspects of a SLAM system is the loop closure
detection [4,5] which requires a robot to recognize previously
visited places accurately and correctlywhen they are revisited. The
challenge lies in solving the perceptual aliasing problem because of
which twophysically distinct locationsmay appear similar to robot
sensors.
This paper focuses on topological mapping that uses appear-
ance (image)-based methods for loop closure detection. These
methods use image similarity to identify previously visited places
and hence, the success of such SLAM systems rely on having a
robust place recognition algorithm. The Bag-of-Words (BoW) ap-
proach [6,4,7,8] is one of the most popular methods in this cat-
egory. In this method, an image is represented as a histogram of
words present in a dictionary. Usually an off-line dictionary is cre-
ated by clustering similar features extracted from a large set of
images. Histogram comparison is used to find the similarity be-
tween a query image acquired recently with the existing images
in the map. Although BoW gives good results with very less com-
putation time, it suffers from perceptual aliasing due to vector
quantization. The problem due to quantization could be solved by
using direct featurematching approaches [9–11]where the raw fea-
tures are used directly for computing image similarity instead of
their quantized representation obtained through clustering. Even
though these methods are shown to provide better recall perfor-
mance, they have a higher computational requirement which in-
creases with growing map size and thus, makes it prohibitive for
larger maps.
In this paper, we aim to improve the recall performance of
BoW methods without sacrificing its simplicity and speed of
execution. This is done by incorporating spatial co-occurrence
information directly into the dictionary itself. In other words, we
create a dictionary of word pairs in addition to the dictionary
of individual words. A word pair is formed by observing that
the spatial neighborhood of a word location may include other
nearbywords which, together with the former, may provide better
discrimination in identifying loop closures. Since the point features
(like SURF [12]) are used as words in the dictionary, the extent of
spatial neighborhood for each word is defined by the scale size of
the point feature. This scale size depends on the scale at which it is
detected in the feature extraction algorithm and thus, is not a user-
defined parameter. Since the word pairs are defined relative to the
spatial neighborhood of each feature, these word pairs exhibit a
directional attribute which has not been exploited so far in the
literature. It is possible to extend this approach to word triplets
and quadruplets with increasing cost of computation and memory
storage requirement. Our consideration in this paper is limited to
word pairs so as to keep the computational requirement closer to
that of BoWmethod.
The usefulness of co-occurring words in addressing the
perceptual aliasing problem is well known. For instance, Cummins
and Newman [6] use a Chow–Liu tree to capture the co-occurrence
information into the observation likelihood. While doing so, they
do not take into account their spatial proximity to each other
in the image. A pair of images will be called similar as long
as they contain the same set of words in them irrespective of
their spatial arrangement. Secondly, creation of Chow–Liu tree is
a computationally expensive process which is usually built off-
line to meet the real-time requirements. In another work, Stumm
et al. [13] used co-visibility maps to incorporate the co-occurrence
information into the decision making process. In this method, a
graph of various landmarks is maintained by linking landmarks
that are visible together and then a search is performed to find
a cluster of landmarks as a clique found in the query image.This approach not only requires searching for cliques in a graph,
but also requires tracking of individual landmarks over multiple
frames which makes it computationally intensive compared to
BoW approaches that use histogram matching for computing
image similarity. In other cases, the spatial arrangement of features
is used for providing better discrimination while detecting loop
closures as in [4,10,7,14]. This is usually done by using RANSAC or
multi-view geometry (MVG) constraints to discard outliers. These
methods are known to be computationally expensive and hence,
used as a second stage of verification. Some other authors have
attempted to incorporate spatial information into bag of words
methods as in [14,15]. In [15], spatial neighborhood is created
by dividing the image into regular grids. On the other hand, the
authors in [14] use fixed radial distance to decide the spatial
neighborhood. Both of thesemethods suffer from two limitations—
first, the spatial neighborhood requires user-defined parameters
and second, they are not invariant to scale variations.
The proposed method differs from the above methods in two
ways. First, we use relative spatial co-occurrence information
that combines spatial proximity with co-occurrence information
to provide better loop closure detection. This spatial occurrence
has an associated directional attribute which is unique to our
approach. Secondly, spatial information is used at every level
of decision making unlike previous methods [4,10,7,14] that use
it only as a second stage of verification. Finally, the extent of
spatial neighborhood is decided automatically byusing scale size of
point features therebymaking the algorithm scale invariant unlike
methods [14,15] which use an user-defined spatial neighborhood
to group features. Through experiments on standard datasets, we
show that the proposedmethod provides significant improvement
in recall performance compared to most of the existing state-of-
the-art methods such as, FAB-MAP [6,16], incremental BoW [4],
direct feature matching based methods [11,10] and the methods
that use binary features [7,17] etc. The merit of the approach
is further corroborated by making the observation that the
improvement in the recall performance is more significant when
the dictionary size is small (or quantization error is more). This
improvement, however, is accompanied by a slight increase in the
computational andmemory requirement as one needs to create an
additional dictionary of word pairs. We also present a completely
online version of the algorithm that incorporates the best of the
existing methods. This includes creating dictionary incrementally
in an online fashion, using K-D tree to search formatching features,
carrying out tree update at regular intervals, using Bayesian
filtering to reduce transient errors inmaking loop closure decisions
and using RANSAC as a second stage of verification.
The main contributions made in this paper are as follows:
(1) We demonstrate that the recall performance of BoW ap-
proaches could be improved significantly by incorporating spa-
tial co-occurrence information directly into the dictionary. This is
done by creating an additional dictionary comprising ofword pairs,
which are formed by using a directional spatial neighborhood de-
fined based on scale parameter of each point feature. This concept
of relative spatial co-occurrence is a new finding which has not
been exploited earlier in the literature. (2) An online version of the
algorithm implementation is presented which incorporates vari-
ous popular concepts like K-D tree based nearest-neighbor search
for identifying potential loop closure candidates [10], tf–idf as a
similarity measure [4], incrementally building dictionary [4], be-
lief propagation based on Bayesian network to suppress transient
errors in decision making [6] and RANSAC-based geometric verifi-
cation stage for confirming loop closures [10,4]. This implementa-
tion which combines all of these concepts together is itself a new
contribution in this field. (3) An incremental version of K-D tree
implementation, available with the latest FLANN library, is used
for the first time in the context of topological mapping in this pa-
per. The features can be added to the tree incrementally with each
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done in previous works [18]. This has helped us in achieving one of
the lowest per image computation time for the proposed method.
(4) The efficacy of the proposed method is established through an
exhaustive comparisonwith the existing state-of-the-artmethods.
To our knowledge, the recall performances presented in this paper
are among the best reported so far in the literature. The improve-
ment in the recall performance is achieved without sacrificing on
speed or computational requirements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide an
overview of the existingmethods in the next section. The proposed
method is described in Section 3. The experimental results are
provided in Section 4 followed by conclusion in Section 5.
2. Related work
In this section, we provide an overview of various relatedworks
available in the literature. The Bag of Words (BoW) approach from
text retrieval [19] has been used extensively for place recogni-
tion which forms an integral part of any loop closure detection
algorithm. In a BoW approach, each image is represented as a
histogram of word-frequency of each word present in the dictio-
nary. An off-line dictionary is created by clustering similar visual
features extracted from a large number of images. For a query
image, the loop closure candidates are identified by using image
similarity based on histogrammatching [9]. Usually, a second stage
of verification based onmulti-view geometry or epipolar geometry
is employed for confirming the loop closure detection [20]. Later
authors, such as, Filliat and Angeli [4,21] and Nicosevici and Gar-
cia [8] created the visual dictionary incrementally thereby making
the whole process online. Many of these authors used Bayesian fil-
tering to provide robustness against transient errors arising out of
sensor noise. Cummins and Newman’s FABMAP [6] incorporated
the co-occurrence of words information into the observation like-
lihood using a Chow–Liu tree. This was shown to provide robust-
ness against perceptual aliasing over long datasets. Many of these
appearance-based methods were further extended by incorporat-
ing range information as in FAB-MAP 3D [22] or CAT-SLAM [3].
Unlike the Bag-of-Words approach (BoW) which used a quan-
tized version of image features to represent the images, Zhang
et al. [9,23] used raw features to represent images and used direct
feature matching for detecting loop-closures for a given query im-
age. The growing computational complexity with increasing map
size was dealt with by carefully selecting keyframes from all the
images. The growing computational complexity of direct feature
matching method was tackled by Liu and Zhang [10] who used a
K-D tree based search technique along with an inverted index ta-
ble for finding the loop closure candidates. Similarly, Shahbazi [11]
used Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) as an approximate near-
est neighbor (ANN) search algorithm for feature matching. Even
though LSH provides higher accuracy compared to other near-
est neighborhood search algorithms, its computational time and
memory requirement becomes prohibitive for large datasets. Quite
recently, Hajebi [24] has shown that the time for feature matching
process could be further reduced by using a graph-based nearest
neighbor search (GNNS) algorithm by exploiting the fact that the
images are acquired sequentially. This approach is also notwithout
its own share of problems. First, graph construction is itself a com-
putationally expensive process for a large dataset. Secondly, search
time for GNNS is reduced by exploiting the assumption that the
sequential images have significant overlap between them which
might not be true in many cases.
Unlike the approaches that focuses on recognizing a place
by a single image, there are methods that focus on recognizing
a sequence of places [25] or matching trajectories [26]. These
are shown to be more robust in identifying places even underextreme perceptual changes. These methods do not use Bag-of-
Words (BoW) method and hence, are out of the purview of this
paper as we do not focus on recognizing places under extreme
perceptual changes or on finding matching trajectories through
image sequences.
Growing computational and memory requirement with in-
creasing map size is another concern which needs to be address
while building maps over long distances. This is more pronounced
in case ofmethods that use direct featurematching for loop closure
detection [9,11,10]. Quite recently, Labbé and Michaud [18] pro-
posed a novel memory architecture to address this issue of linearly
increasing memory and time requirement with growing map size.
While the most recently and frequently visited places were kept
in a working memory (WM), the other nodes were transferred to a
long termmemory (LTM). This allows them to limit the number of
nodes that needs to searched for detecting loop closures for every
query image. Theyhave reported one of the best recall performance
for BoW based methods. We have compared the performance of
our algorithm with this work to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach.
From the feature perspective,most of the researchers have used
either SIFT [27] or SURF [12] for place recognition in visual SLAM.
Since the extraction time for these features are large, researchers
are now increasingly using binary features such as BRIEF, ORB [8,7]
or BRISK [17]. Binary features are becoming popular as they have
a very compact presentation which, in turn, requires less memory
and low comparison time.
Comparatively, there have been few attempts to incorporate
spatial arrangement in detecting loop closures. FAB-MAP 1.0 [6]
exploit the co-occurrence of words to deal with perceptual
aliasing. Stumm et al. [13] used co-visibility graphs to eliminate
the problem of pose selection in recognizing places. The places
which appear together is connected in the graph. For place
recognition, a clique of co-visible landmarks are searched in the
co-visibility graph formed earlier. FAB-MAP 3D [22] also captures
the arrangement of words through a random graph structure.
However, they use range information to compute the pairwise
distances between words in the actual 3D space.
In this paper, we aim to retain the simplicity of BoW approach
while incorporating the spatial information into the algorithm.
The word pair is formed based on the scale information of point
features which is directional in nature. Moreover, the spatial
proximity is computed in 2D image space unlike some methods
which actual 3D distance to form word-pairs as in [22]. The
proposedmethod for loop closure detection is described in the next
section.
3. The proposed method
In this section, we describe our proposed approach for loop
closure detection. This is an online method for creating a
topologicalmapwhere images are processed sequentially and does
not involve any off-line pre-processing phase. We use a Bag-of-
Words (BoW) method for image representation where each image
is represented by a set of visual words. The standard BoWmethod
is extended by incorporating a dictionary of word pairs which are
formed by exploiting the directional spatial proximity between the
words. We call our method as a Bag of word pairs (BoWP) which
exploits the relative spatial co-occurrence of the words to overcome
the perceptual aliasing problem. The details of this method is
explained next in the section.
The following notations and symbols will be used for describing
the proposed method. An image which is acquired at any given
instant k is represented by the symbol Ik. Let the total number
of nodes present in the map at this instant be M . Let us further
assume that each node i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M contains l individual
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{wpi1, wpi2, . . . , wpim}. Two separate inverted index tables are
maintained which store the indices of the nodes where these
words and word pairs appear.
In ourmethod, SURF [12] descriptors are used as image features
due to their robustness to photometric and geometric distortions.
They also have lesser computation time as compared to SIFT [27].
Two dictionaries are created for storing words and word pair
separately. While the word dictionary is created using a K-D
tree, the dictionary for word pairs is creating using a multimap
data structure [28]. These dictionaries are updated over time to
incorporate new information obtained from the images which are
acquired sequentially. For each query image, SURF descriptors are
extracted and quantized to the respective words in the dictionary
using an approximate nearest neighbor search in the K-D tree.
The word pairs are created from these quantized words by using
the extent of spatial neighborhood of each of these words. These
quantized words and the corresponding word pairs are now used
to compute a similarity measure between the query image and
each of the existing nodes in the map based on tf–idf score [4]. In
other words, two separate observation vectors are computed for
each query image given by the following equations:
zwk = {zwi }, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M
zwpk = {zwpi }, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (1)
where zwi and z
wp
i are the tf–idf based similarity measure between
the query image and the node i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M using word
andword-pairs respectively. These observations are normalized to
obtain an observation likelihoodwhich is then used to compute the
loop closure probability of each node using a Bayesian framework.
Thenodewithmaximumprobability is considered as a loop closure
candidate if its probability is greater than a certain threshold θlc . A
second stage of verification is carried out using RANSAC to confirm
that this node is indeed a loop closure for the query image. This is
done by checking if the matching coefficient Pmatch (defined later)
is greater than a user-defined threshold θransac . If this condition
is not satisfied, the incoming image is considered as a new node
in the map. At the end of each iteration, new word and word-
pairs obtained from the query image are added to the dictionary.
Inverted index tables are accordingly updated using this new
information. Whenever a loop closure is detected, the information
present in the new image is used to update the node. This is done by
adding new words and word pairs obtained from the query image
into the node description. This node update is essential to capture
theminor variation thatmight arise when the same place is visited
multiple times. Our experience shows that the overall size of node
description stabilizes over time. However, it is possible to choose
a fixed size for each node description and selecting features based
on frequency of occurrence. This can alleviate problems of growing
complexity due to quantization errors. The flowchart of the overall
algorithm is provided in Fig. 1. As one can see, the algorithm
consists of three major components: (1) Creation of dictionary of
individual words, (2) Creating word pairs using relative spatial
co-occurrence, and (3) Loop Closure Detection using Bayesian
Framework. These components are described next in this section.
3.1. Creating dictionary of individual words
Our method is a completely on-line approach where the dictio-
naries are created incrementally as suggested in [4,8]. It is to be
noted that these approaches use clustering to create visual words
which leads to perceptual aliasing due to vector quantization. As
opposed to this, Liu [10] uses a K-D tree and Shahbazi [11] uses
LSH (locality sensitive hashing) to create off-line dictionary using
the raw features as the words themselves and not their quantizedFig. 1. Flowchart of the overall algorithm for topological mapping using Bag of
Word Pairs. The key elements of the algorithm aremarkedwith a numberwhich are
referred towhen the computational complexity is discussed later in the experiment
section.
representation obtained through clustering. Even though LSH pro-
vides higher recall performance and faster computation compared
to K-D tree as shown by Shahbazi [11], it cannot be used for on-line
update of dictionary as the re-computation of optimal LSH param-
eters is computationally expensive. On the other hand, the recon-
struction time for K-D tree is very less as it does not involve any
distance calculation unlike Hierarchical K-means [29] which uses
distance computation for creating clusters.
In this work, we use a K-D tree to create a dictionary on-
line using the raw features as the visual words. The new words
obtained from an incoming image is added incrementally to this
K-D tree using the latest version of the FLANN library (version
1.8.4) [30]. However, this may unbalance the tree over time which
would, in turn, reduce the computational performance. This is
avoided by reconstructing the K-D tree whenever the number
of words becomes double. This is better than reconstructing the
K-D tree for every query image as done by Labbé [18]. A distance
ratio criterion [27] is used to avoid false matches in the K-D tree.
According to this criterion, a good match should have a ratio of its
distance from the closest neighbor to that from the second closest
neighbor below a certain threshold θDR. All the descriptors which
do not find anymatch in the visual word dictionary are considered
as new words which are added to the dictionary.
3.2. Creating word pairs using relative spatial co-occurrence
As explained earlier, we extend the standard BoW approach
by creating a dictionary of word pairs which not only takes into
account the co-occurrence information of words, but also their
spatial proximity to each other. This is in contrast to many of
the earlier works [6,13,31,4], where co-occurrence information
along with geometrical constraints is exploited to overcome the
perceptual aliasing problem. This spatial proximity is defined in
relation to the neighborhood of a given visual word. Hence it is
termed as relative spatial co-occurrence which has a directional
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I and Case II show a valid word pair, case III does not.
attribute associated with it. This is different from other existing
methods that attempt to incorporate spatial information into the
Bag ofWordmethods as in [15,14]. Moreover, these methods use a
user-defined parameter to define the spatial neighborhood unlike
our method where this neighborhood is defined automatically by
the scale size of the point feature. This makes our approach scale
invariant and view invariant compared to the above methods.
In our case, each visual word is represented by its 128 dimen-
sional SURF descriptor. The extent of its spatial neighborhood is
defined by the scale size [12] of the descriptor. It is represented by
a circle with a proportionate radius as shown in Fig. 2. A descrip-
tor (or visual word) will be said to lie in the spatial neighborhood
of another descriptor if its location represented by its center lies
with in the circumference of the later descriptor. The creation of
word pairs using relative spatial co-occurrence could be better un-
derstood by analyzing Fig. 2. A pair of visual words represented
by A − B would be considered as a valid word pair only if B lies
in the spatial neighborhood of A as shown in Case-I of this figure.
In this case, A − B is a valid word pair while B − A is not as the
descriptor A does not lie in the spatial neighborhood of B. In case-
II, C–D and D–C are both valid word pairs as each one lies in the
spatial neighborhood of the other. Both of these word pairs are in-
cluded into the dictionary without being purportedly redundant.
This is because, thewordpairs C–DandD–Cgo into different bins of
the histogram when the likelihood is computed using tf–idf score.
This is how the directional attribute comes into play in recognizing
places. In case III, E–F and F–E are both invalid word pairs as they
do not lie within the spatial neighborhood of each other. If only co-
occurrence is considered, all the three cases would result in valid
word pairs which is not the casewith our approach. Fig. 3(a) shows
few possible word pairs that satisfy the spatial neighborhood con-
straint explained above and the other Fig. 3(b) shows few common
word pairs which were found in two images corresponding to the
same place taken at two different times.
In a sense, theword pairs are formed by using directional spatial
proximity between the words which is a new concept in BoW
methods. This aspect of relative spatial co-occurrence to formword
pairs has not been exploited earlier in the literature. Hence, in that
respect, we consider it to be a novel contribution in the field. We
call this method as a Bag of Word Pairs (BoWP) to emphasize the
fact that a separate dictionary of word pairs is used in addition
to the word dictionary used in the BoW methods. These word
pairs are stored in a multimap data structure [28] to facilitate
faster search for obtaining matching word pairs. All the new word
pairs which are found in a query image are added incrementally
to this data structure. This does not require re-constructing the
dictionary as it happens with individual words that use K-D tree.
The observation likelihood incorporates the tf–idf score obtained
from individual words and word pairs using their respective
inverted index tables. This information will be used for computing
the loop closure probability as explained in the next section.
3.3. Loop closure detection using Bayesian framework
Since the images are acquired sequentially, we use a Bayesian
framework to incorporate temporal coherence in the loop closureFig. 3. Finding word pairs in a given image. (a) Shows few possible word pairs that
can be found in an image. (b) Shows the common word pairs found in a pair of
images taken at different time instants.
decision making process. This will provide robustness against
transient errors that might occur while detecting loop closures.
This Bayesian framework has been used by several authors
[4,6,18] to compute the loop closure probability of each node for
a given query image. In particular, we follow the approach by
Angeli et al. [4] where information frommultiple observations are
fused to form a single observation likelihood, which is then used
for computing the posterior loop closure probability. In our case,
the observation likelihood has to incorporate information obtained
from individual words and word-pairs.
Taking the cue from Angeli’s work [4] and using Eq. (1),
the individual likelihood functions are given by the following
equations:
Lw(X = i|M) =

z iw − σw
µw
if z iw ≥ µw + σw
1 otherwise
(2)
and
Lwp(X = i|M) =

z iwp − σwp
µwp
if z iwp ≥ µwp + σwp
1 otherwise
(3)
where µw, σw and µwp, σwp are means and standard deviation for
word and word-pairs observation vectors (zw, zwp) respectively
and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} is the index of nodes in themap. The variable
X denotes the random variable that can take any node index
as its value. Nodes having no similarity with current image are
multiplied by 1; hence their posterior probability remains same as
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for a new location as suggested in [18]. This is given by
Lw(X = −1|M) = µw
σw
+ 1 (4)
Lwp(X = −1|M) = µwp
σwp
+ 1
where the event X = −1 indicates the creation of a new node. The
combined likelihood for each node X = i is calculated as follows:
L(X = i|M) = Lw(X = i|M)Lwp(X = i|M) (5)
where the node index i takes any value in the set {−1, 1, . . . ,M}.
This likelihood is used to compute the posterior probability P(X =
i|M) of a node being a loop closure candidate for the query
image. The node having the highest loop closure probability is
declared as a possible loop closure candidate for the query image
if this probability is higher than a threshold θlc = 0.5, which
is considered to be a constant in this work. If this condition is
satisfied, a second stage of geometric verification is carried out
using RANSAC to confirm the loop closure detection. The second
stage essentially involves computing a similaritymeasure given by
Pmatch = 2× NinliersNimage + Nnode (6)
where Ninliers are the number of matching points obtained after
applying RANSAC, Nimage and Nnode are the number of points in the
image and node respectively. The presence of loop closure is said
to be confirmed if Pmatch ≥ θransac . If this condition is not satisfied, a
newnode is created using the query image features. It is to be noted
that θransac is the only user-defined parameter which is varied to
obtain the precision–recall curve for our method.
4. Experimental results
In our approach, the dictionary of individual words and
word-pairs are created incrementally by processing each image
sequentially. The individual word dictionary is created using a
K-D tree and the word-pair dictionary is created using a multimap
data structure [28] where each word pair is stored along with their
index numbers. Themultimap data structure is implemented using
C++ STL. We have used a nearest neighbor distance ratio θDR = 0.8
to decide if a query descriptor is a newword or itmatcheswith one
of the existing words in the dictionary. Similarly, another constant
θlc = 0.5 is used while selecting the loop closure candidate for
the query image. The final decision of loop closure is made only
after making the second stage of verification that uses a variable
user-defined threshold θransac . So, this is the only user-defined
parameter which is varied to obtain the precision–recall curve
for our algorithm. The proposed algorithm is implemented using
C/C++ andOpenCV library [32] on aGNU/Linuxmachine running on
an Intel Core i7 processor and having 7.5 GB of RAM. Two instances
of program output are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. In the
first figure, BoWP selects a loop closure with higher confidence
compared to BoW approach. In the second figure, BoWP is able
to select the right loop closure in spite of having multiple similar
candidates.
4.1. Performance comparison
In order to evaluate the performance of our approach, two
different experiments are performed. In both the experiments, the
recall performance of BoWP is compared with the existing state-
of-the-art algorithms at 100% precision on same set of datasets.
The datasets used for the experiment are the New College and
the City Centre datasets originally used by FAB-MAP [6], LipIndoorFig. 4. An example of loop closure detection with Bayesian probabilities for a
query image taken from New College dataset. As one can see, the proposed BoWP
method selects a different loop closure candidate with higher belief compared to
BoWmethod.
Fig. 5. An example of loop closure detectionwith Bayesian probabilities for a query
image taken from LipOutdoor dataset. It shows how belief propagation helps in
selecting the right loop closure candidate.
and LipOutdoor datasets [4], Bovisa dataset [18] and Malaga 6L
dataset [35]. These two experiments differ in their operating
conditions. The operating conditions for the first experiment
is similar to that of the original FAB-MAP work [6] while the
operating conditions in the second experiment is similar to that
of RTAB-MAP work [7]. In the first experiment, a 128-dimensional
SURF [12] vector is used as the image feature. The left and right
side images in New College and City Centre datasets are processed
separately. On the other hand, a 64-dimensional SURF vector is
used for image processing in the second experiment. In addition,
the stereo images of the New College and City Centre datasets
are combined together to form single images for each location.
The details of the experiments and their outcomes are explained
below:
4.1.1. Experiment 1
In the first experiment, BoWP is compared with ten state-
of-the-art algorithms such as, FAB-MAP [6,16], incremental
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Performance comparison of BoWP with RTAB-Map in terms of Recall at 100% Precision. The actual number of loop
closures detected in each case is also reported. In this case the assumptions of RTAB-MAP are used to compute the recall
performance. The implementation of RTAB-MAP and BoWP uses a 64-dimensional SURF vector.
Dataset No. of images RTAB-MAP [18] PIRF 2.0 [36] DP+MRF [37] BoWP
New College 1073 82 – 57 77
City Centre 1237 84 80.04 41 86
LipOutdoor 531 70 – – 92
LipIndoor 388 85 77.73 – 94
Bovisa 2277 37 – – 40
Malaga6L 869 73 – – 84BoW [4], direct feature matching approaches [10,11], hierarchical
k-means [29], bag of binary words [7,33], ORB based method [17]
and a method based on color [34]. As mentioned above, the
operating conditions in this experiment are similar to those in the
original FAB-MAP work [6]. The images are processed using 128
dimensional SURF [12] vectors. The left and right side images in
New College and City Centre datasets are processed separately in a
sequence {left1→ right1→ left2→ right2 . . .}. The loop closure
detection algorithms make use of approximately 500 descriptors
from each image for recognizing places. This constitutes about
25% total number of descriptors available in each image in case of
New college and City Centre datasets. Similarly, only 37% of the
available descriptors were used in case of Malaga 6L dataset. In
other datasets, all of the available descriptors were used by the
algorithm. The images were used as they were available without
making any changes to their size or resolution. The ground truth for
the first two datasets are the same as those used in FAB-MAP [6].
The ground truths from LipOutdoor, LipIndoor and Bovisa datasets
were obtained from RTAB-MAP implementation [18]. The ground
truths for Malaga 6L dataset were created for 869 locations using
GPS values. Any image that lies within 3 m of a given location is
considered as a valid loop closure.
The resulting performance comparison for these datasets is
shown in Table 1. We implemented the first three algorithms our-
selves and reported the results obtained for these datasets. The
results for the next seven algorithms were taken from the corre-
sponding papers as these were reported. The recall performances
were not available in some cases and this is indicated by a ‘–’ in
the table. As one can see, the proposed BoWP method provides
better recall compared to all other methods listed in the table. It
is to be noted that BoWP provides better recall performance even
compared to direct feature matching methods [10,11] which are
known to provide better accuracy with higher computational cost.
Wewill show later that our computational requirements aremuch
less compared to these methods. The table also shows that BoWP
performs better than the recent methods based on binary features
[17,33] which are faster to compute compared to SURF descriptors.
It is, however, to be noted that our approach ofword pairswith rel-
ative spatial co-occurrence is applicable to binary features as well.
In that sense, the concept of spatial co-occurrence is generic in na-
ture and is applicable all other local point features. To summarize,
this table shows one of the best recall performance results reported
so far in the literature and hence, demonstrates the efficacy of our
algorithm.
4.1.2. Experiment 2
In the second experiment, BoWP is comparedwith PIRF 2.0 [36],
RTAB-MAP [18] and DP + MRF [37]. The operating conditions of
this experiment is similar to those used in the RTAB-MAP paper [7].
In this experiment, each pair of stereo images in New College
and City Centre datasets are stitched together to form a single
image representing each location. We also use 64 dimensional
SURF vector instead of 128 dimensional vector used in the previous
experiment. The number of descriptors that is processed for eachimage is limited to 400 for all datasets. The ground truths for
the first five datasets are the same as those used by RTAB-MAP
method [18]. The results reported for RTAB-MAP and BoWP have
been obtained by running the algorithm on the same machine.
The results for PIRF 2.0 and DP + MRF have been taken directly
from their respective papers. The recall performance comparison
among the three algorithms is shown in Table 2. As one can
see, BoWP provides better recall performance compared to RTAB-
MAP for all datasets except the New College dataset. The poor
performance in case of New College dataset could be attributed
to the fact that the ground truths selected for this dataset do not
take geometric constraints into account which forms an integral
part of our algorithm. This has effect in this particular dataset as
the vehicle traverses the same locations from opposite directions
leading to lateral inversions of the objects in the stitched image. So
many of these ground truths are rejected by BoWPas the geometric
constraints are violated. In other words, the ground truths selected
for this dataset favor RTAB-MAP compared to BoWP.
4.2. Effect of incorporating spatial information into BoW method
The proposed bag of word pairs approach incorporates spatial
and co-occurrence information directly into the creation of
dictionary itself and hence, it is expected to provide better
performance compared to the BoW approaches where the words
are considered to be independent of each other. This fact can be
verified by showing that the observation likelihood obtained with
wordpairs has higher information compared to that obtainedusing
individual words alone. This is done empirically by computing the
K–L divergence between the posterior and the prior probabilities in
both cases as shown in Fig. 6. The higher value of K–L divergence
indicates that the posterior has more information compared to
its prior and this additional information is contributed only by
the observation likelihood. As one can see, K–L divergence curve
has a higher magnitude for word pairs (shown in red) compared
to individual words (shown in blue). So, it can be said that the
incorporation of spatial and co-occurrence information in BoWP
provides more information which should be useful in overcoming
the perceptual aliasing problem to a greater extent than BoW
approaches. This is ascertained by comparing the performance of
BoWP method against the BoW method for the same datasets as
shown in Table 3. Note that the results of BoW reported here
are obtained from our own implementation that includes several
improvements over traditional methods as discussed in Section 3.
As one can see, the BoWP provides higher recall compared to
BoW in all the cases. The improvement is more significant in case
of New college and City Centre datasets where the number of
features available in each image is more. The improvement can
be seen graphically in Fig. 8 where the precision–recall curves are
drawn for two datasets. As one can see, dictionary of word pairs
alone provides improvement over the case where only dictionary
of individual words is used. This improvement in performance is
further enhanced in our BoWP approachwhere dictionaries of both
word and word-pairs are used.
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Recall performance comparison between BoWP and BoW method for
100% precision. The operating conditions are same as those in Table 1.
Dataset # Loop closures Recall (%)
BoW BoWP BoW BoWP
New College 473 510 55.45 59.78
City Centre 684 740 63.36 66.80
LipOutdoor 269 271 90.2 90.9
Bovisa 134 151 41 46
LipIndoor 208 211 92 94
Fig. 6. The observation likelihood obtained using word pairs contains more
information than that obtained using individual words. The Y -axis shows the K–L
divergence between the posterior and the prior pdf. Higher value of K–L divergence
indicates higher information. The figure corresponds to New College dataset. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
The benefit of BoWP over BoW is further corroborated by mak-
ing the observation that the improvement in recall performance
is higher when the quantization error is large. The quantization er-
ror can be controlled by varying the nearest neighbor distance ratio
threshold θDR. Higher value of θDR indicates higher quantization er-
ror as more and more features now correspond to one word in the
dictionary. We draw the precision–recall curve for two different
values of θDR = {0.8, 0.95} for both the methods which is shown
in Fig. 7. We can see that the improvement in recall performance
with BoWPmethod ismore significantwhen θDR = 0.95 compared
to the case when the quantization error is low (θDR = 0.8). This
is more clearly visible in Fig. 9 where the recall performances (at
100% precision) of BoWP and BoW are plotted against θDR. As one
can see, the difference between the recall performances of BoWP
and BoW is highest when the dictionary size is smallest. This is an
important observation as one often needs to work with high quan-
tization error so as to keep the computational requirement within
real-time limits and BoWP ensures that the performance of algo-
rithm is not compromised in such situations.
4.3. Computation complexity analysis
The computational complexity of our algorithm mainly de-
pends on the dictionary size and the number of nodes in themap as
in any other BoW method. The additional computation time is in-
troduced due to the creation of a separate dictionary ofword-pairs.
As one can see in Fig. 10, BoWP takes at least 40–50 ms more than
BoW for processing each image for City Centre dataset. This time
difference is more or less remains same even with increasing map
size as shown in this figure. The increase in computation is about
17%–20% for BoWP over BoW for any given dataset.Fig. 7. Precision–recall curve for BoWP and BoW methods having different
quantization error indicated by the value of θDR . The improvement in recall
performance is significant when the quantization error is higher (θDR = 0.95). The
figure corresponds to LipOutdoor dataset.
Fig. 8. Effect of Word Pairs on performance of Loop Closure Detection Algorithm.
Word pairs provide better performance compared to only bag of words. This
improvement is magnified in our BoWP approach where dictionary of word and
word-pairs are used together. (a) P–R curve for New College Dataset (b) P–R curves
for City Centre datasets.
It is worthwhile to analyze the computation time in somemore
detail. The time required by various aspects of the algorithm is
shown in Fig. 11. As one can see, SURF extraction time constitutes
the major part of the total computation time per image. This is
64 N. Kejriwal et al. / Robotics and Autonomous Systems 77 (2016) 55–65Fig. 9. Effect of BoWP with increasing quantization error. The improvement in
recall performance of BoWP over BoW increases with increasing quantization error
or decreasing dictionary size. The distance ratio θDR used in nearest neighbor search
controls the size of dictionary.
approximately about 200–400 ms which remains more or less
constant for a given dataset. The second major component is
contributed by the K-D tree building timewhich increaseswith the
increased map size. In our method, new features are added to the
K-D tree incrementally whenever a loop closure is found. The K-D
tree is rebuilt only when the dictionary size doubles itself. This is
unlike RTAB-MAP [18] where the tree is rebuilt at every iteration.
Remaining components take very less time, however, increase
very slowly with the increasing map size. The problem of linearly
increasing computation time could be overcome by using the
memory architecture of RTAB-MAP [18] where the less frequently
encountered nodes are transferred to a long term memory (LTM)
and the most recently and frequently visited nodes are kept in
working memory (WM). This helps in achieving a bounded limit
for per image computation time even with a growing map size.
We tried to compare the computational requirements of BoWP
with the existing methods. The outcome is shown in Table 4.
The computation time for FAB-MAP [6] and Incremental BoW [4]
were taken from those reported by the authors of the PIRF-2.0
method [36]. The computation time for BoWP and RTAB-MAP
is reported by considering only 400 descriptors per image. The
computation time for RTAB-MAP [18] is obtained from our own
implementation on the same system. As one can see, BoWP takes
minimum computation time per image compared to all these
methods. The computation time can be further reduced by using
binary features such as ORB [17] or FAST/BRIEF [7] with slight
decrease in the recall performance.
To summarize, it can be said that BoWP provides better recall
performance compared to most of the existing methods. The
incremental method for creating dictionary and building KD-tree
helps in reducing the computation time per image. As per our
knowledge the results reported in this paper are the best so far in
this category. This does not include themethods that use geometric
informations obtained from robot odometry or range sensors for
verifying or confirming loop closures.
5. Conclusion
Reliable mapping requires having a robust loop closure
detection algorithm. The challenge lies in getting higher recall
performance at 100% precision with reasonable computational
requirements. The Bag of words (BoW) approach is known to be
fast and easy to implement but provides a low recall performance.
We propose to improve the recall performance of BoW approaches
by incorporating spatial neighborhood information into theFig. 10. Per image computation time comparison between BoWP and BoW. BoWP
takes approximately 40–50msmore time compared to BoW for City Centre Dataset.
This time is fixed and does not grow with the increasing map size. Note that only
25% of available descriptors are processed in each image.
Fig. 11. Analysis of the BoWP in terms of computational complexity of eachmodule
in the algorithm and how they contribute to the total computation time per image.
The numbers in the parentheses refer to the corresponding blocks in the Flow Chart
provided in Fig. 1.
dictionary itself. The extent of this spatial neighborhood is defined
by the scale size of the point features. Since the word pairs are
defined relative to the spatial neighborhood of each point feature,
it exhibits a directional attribute. The resulting approach is called
a bag of word pairs which is shown to provide higher recall
performance compared to most of the existing methods. This
improvement is achieved without making use of any geometric
information obtained from the use of range sensors or robot
odometry. There are a couple of extensions for this work which
would be taken up in the future. One direction would be to deal
with the growing computational complexity with increasing map
size. The growing computational complexity can be dealt with
by having a fixed size dictionary which is updated to retain only
most frequent words in it. A forgetting factor may be included to
emulate human memory model where older features would be
gradually forgotten. However, it is yet to be seen how it would
affect the recall performance of the proposed approach. Secondly,
we plan to include this mapping method into a SLAM algorithm by
incorporating camera ego motion into it. The resulting algorithm
will be made available free for others to try and improve.
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Average computation time (in seconds) per image for different datasets. BoWP takes lowest time for processing each
image. The values for RTAB-MAP and BoWP are obtained through our own implementation. The values for other
algorithms were taken from those reported in [36].
Dataset Algorithms
FAB-MAP [6] PIRF 2.0 [36] Incremental BoW [4] RTAB-MAP [18] BoWP
New College – – – 0.603 0.441
City Centre 0.466 0.852 5.82 1.33 0.393
LipIndoor 0.588 0.084 0.255 0.141 0.069
LipOutdoor – – – 0.404 0.120
Bovisa – – – 0.523 0.209References
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